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Tax Special Interest Groups

Belgium

Benefits in kind…, a tax friendly way to 
remunerate your staff in Belgium? 
In Belgium it’s quite a common practice that an employee or 
a director of a company is granted a range of benefits in kind 
by the employer or company apart from his normal salary. 
The main goal of such benefits is to increase the employee’s 
or director’s commitment and to offer a tax-efficient method 
of remuneration.

These benefits in kind are regarded as employment income 
when they are achieved under the terms or on the occasion 
of exercising professional activities. The fact that these 
benefits are defined as employment income, means that the 
employee or director - who receives such benefits - must 
pay income tax (at progressive tax rates) and social security 
(employee/director + employer) contributions (subject to 
certain exceptions) on the amount that corresponds with the 
value of the benefit in kind. 

As to the latter, the general rule is that the “taxable value” 
equals the “real value” in the hands of the beneficiary taking 
into account the facts and circumstances. In other words, the 
amount that the beneficiary would normally have to spend 
to obtain the benefit or the savings that the beneficiary has 
accomplished. 
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= € 54, 950 x [5.5 + 0.1 x (119 – 93)] / 100 x 6/7

= € 3 815.10 x 3/12 months

= € 953.78

Period 1st April 2014 until 31st December 2014 => car is 2 
years old

= (€ 54, 950 x 94%) x [5.5 + 0.1 x (119 – 93)] / 100 x 6/7

= € 3, 586.19 x 9/12 months

= € 2, 689.64

Total taxable amount = € 3, 643.42 (€ 953.78 + € 2, 689.64)

2. Mobile or smart phone

Another interesting remuneration method is to provide the 
employee or director with a free mobile or smart phone. In 
practice it very often happens that the employee or director 
also uses it for private purposes. This private use constitutes a 
taxable benefit in kind. 

As Belgian legislation doesn’t provide a “lump sum” valuation 
method for such a benefit in kind, the general rule applies. 
In other words, the taxable value - in principle - equals the 
real value (taken into account facts and circumstances) or the 
amount that the beneficiary would normally have to spend to 
obtain the benefit/savings that he has accomplished.

In common practice, however, it’s not always easy to 
determine this so called “real value” and for that reason the 
Belgian Tax Administration (and Social Security Authorities) 
accept a lump sum amount of 150 EUR/year as taxable 
benefit.

Reimbursements – wholly or partially - made by the 
employee or director are deductible from the taxable value.

3. PC and/or internet

Taking into account the automation and the use of social 
media it’s also common practice that the employee or 
director has a PC and/or internet at his disposal. In cases of 
private use it constitutes a taxable benefit in kind. 

The taxable value of the benefit in kind for a PC and/or 
internet is determined on a “lump sum” yearly basis:

However, for some benefits in kind Belgian legislation 
provides a “lump sum” valuation method. Even if the actual 
value of these benefits in kind can be determined, the 
beneficiary will be taxed on the “lump sum” amount.

Taxation of these benefits in kind can only be minimized 
or reduced to nil where the employee or director (partially) 
reimburses the employer or company for the private use. 

Hereafter you’ll find a non-exhaustive overview of the most 
frequently granted benefits in kind and their taxation method:

1. Company car

One of the most coveted remuneration methods to reward an 
employee or director is the free use of a company car - most 
of the time - accompanied with the free use of fuel – due 
to its relatively favorable tax treatment. A company car will 
initially be used for professional purposes but in practice it 
regularly happens that the employee or director also uses 
the car for private purposes. This private use is regarded as a 
taxable benefit in kind.

The taxable value of the benefit in kind for a company car is 
determined on a “lump sum” yearly basis according to the 
following formula, regardless the real number of kilometers of 
private use.

official list price x emission coefficient x 6/7 x correction

1) The official list price, including options and paid VAT but 
excluding any discounts

2) Emission coefficient: min. 4% - max. 18% depending on 
the kind of fuel (gasoline or diesel)

3) The correction is a function of the first date of registration 
of the car (6% reduction per annum, with maximum of 
30%)

The taxable value of the benefit in kind also includes 
fuel costs regardless of whether a fuel card is provided or 
not. Reimbursements – wholly or partially - made by the 
employee or director are deductible from the taxable lump 
sum value.

The employee or the director who receives such a free use 
of a company car will only have to pay income tax. The 
solidarity contribution (based on the emission of the car) will 
become due by the employer.

Example:

An employee or director was granted – apart from his normal 
salary - a BMW 530 TDI with an emission of 119 g/km 
and an official list price (incl. options and VAT paid, excl. 
discount) of EUR 54,950. The first date of registration of the 
car was 31 March 2013.

For the income year 2014 (tax year 2015) the employee 
or director will be taxed on a benefit in kind calculated as 
following:

Period 1 January 2014 until 31 March 2014 => car is 1 year 
old
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PC (including peripherals 
and software)

180 EUR/year

Internet (subscription and 
connection)

60 EUR/year

Reimbursements – wholly or partially - made by the 
employee or director are deductible from the taxable value.

4. Free housing

Another coveted remuneration method is to grant an 
employee or a director the free use of a house or a flat under 
the terms or on the occasion of exercising professional 
activities. This free use or use against a too low rent price is 
regarded as a taxable benefit in kind. 

The taxable value of the benefit in kind for free housing is 
determined on a “lump sum” yearly basis, regardless the fair 
market rent, according to the following formula:

Unfurnished and cadastral income (not indexed) < 745 EUR

indexed cadastral income x 100/60 x 1.25

Unfurnished and cadastral income (not indexed) > 745 EUR

indexed cadastral income x 100/60 x 3.8

The above mentioned “lump sum” benefits are increased by 
2/3 where the house or flat is furnished.

Reimbursements – wholly or partially - made by the 
employee or director are deductible from the taxable value.

Example:

An employee or director is allowed to use an unfurnished 
house for free. The cadastral value (not indexed) of the house 
is € 3,500. The index coefficient for the year 2014 is 1.6813.

For the income year 2014 (tax year 2015) the employee 
or director will be taxed on a benefit in kind calculated as 
following:

= € 3,500 x 1.6813 x 100/60 x 3.8

= € 37,268.82

If, in the case at hand, the house would be furnished, the 
benefit in kind would result in a taxable amount of:

= [€ 3,500 x 1.6813 x 100/60 x 3.8] + 2/3

= € 62,114.70

Taking into account the rather significant difference in the 
taxable amount of the benefit in kind, it’d be advisable not to 
grant a ‘furnished’ house or apartment for free.

5. Free heating and electricity

The free use or use against preferential criteria of a house or 
a flat is often accompanied by the provision of heating and 
electricity. 

The taxable value of the benefit in kind for heating and 
electricity is determined on a “lump sum” yearly basis (tax 
year 2015):

Heating Electricity 

Director EUR1900 EUR940

Employee EUR850 EUR430

Reimbursements – wholly or partially - made by the 
employee or director are deductible from the taxable value.

6. Servants, housekeepers, drivers, gardeners, etc.

An employee or director who’s able to benefit from such 
personnel will be taxed on a benefit in kind.

The taxable value of the benefit in kind is determined on a 
“lump sum” yearly basis regardless the real staff cost for the 
company:

Full-time employment 5,950 EUR/year

Part-time employment working time x 5,950 EUR/
year

Reimbursements – wholly or partially - made by the 
employee or director are deductible from the taxable value.

As illustrated above, these are just some of the most 
frequently granted benefits in kind. It needs no further 
clarification that most of these benefits in kind are often used 
to offer a tax-efficient remuneration. 

However, if an employer or a company wants to grant such 
benefits to its employee or director it’s very important that the 
appropriate valuation method is used and that the necessary 
pay slips are drawn up in order to avoid a 309% special 
secret commissions tax… 

Contributed by
Alexandra Bono, VGD Antwerp 
E alexandra.bono@vgd.eu
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Special income tax exemption for individuals 
earning above €100,000 per annum
Cyprus has a very favourable personal tax system which 
provides many incentives to attract highly paid employees, 
top calibre executives and High Net Worth Individuals 
(HNWI) to live and work in Cyprus.  

The Cyprus personal income tax rates are progressive and 
reach a top marginal tax rate of 35% on taxable income in 
excess of €60.000. Specifically, the personal income tax rates 
are as follows:

Taxable Income
(EUR)

Tax Rate
(%)

Tax
(EUR)

Cumulative 
Tax (EUR) 

0 - 19,500 0 0 0

19,500 - 28,000 20 1700 1700

28,001 - 36,300 25 2075 3775

36,301 - 60,000 30 7110 10,885

60,001 and over 35 - -

As mentioned above it has always been the country’s aim to 
attract and support high caliber personnel, empowering and 
enriching in this way the already high quality working force 
in Cyprus. To this respect, an additional tax incentive has 
been introduced by the Cyprus government which basically 
provides for 50% exemption from Cyprus personal income 
tax on the remuneration from any employment exercised in 
Cyprus by an individual who was not a resident of Cyprus 
before the commencement of his/her employment. 

Cyprus An individual is considered to be a Cypriot tax resident under 
the domestic law if he/she spends more than 183 days in a 
calendar year in Cyprus. The above exemption applies for a 
five-year period starting from the first year of employment, 
and provided the annual remuneration exceeds €100,000.

In view of the above provision, the top personal income tax 
rate is reduced to 17.5% and the effective tax rate could be as 
low as 8%!

Contributed by
Michael Mavrommatis, Nexia Pojiadis Nicosia
E michael.mavrommatis@nexia.com.cy
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Germany

Statutory minimum wage starting 1 January 
2015 in Germany

The minimum wage law (German: MiLoG) was first 
introduced on 1 January 2015. There is now a country-wide 
and cross-sector minimum wage of EUR8.50 gross per hour; 
applicable to the whole territory of the Federal Republic of 
Germany (and therefore also applicable to foreign workers 
providing services in Germany).

The law includes exceptions for persons under 18, 
volunteers, trainees, interns as part of a training contingent 
internship or a volunteer internship (up to a maximum of 
three months) and long-term unemployed, which should 
be  included in the first labor market. In respect of the 
long-term unemployed, however, the minimum wage 
will not apply to the first six months of employment (a 
review of this exception is to be made on 1 January 2017). 
Within the scope of a collective agreement employees are 
paid according to the collective agreement applicable to 
them, whereas undercutting of the minimum wage up to 
31 December 2016 can only be justified if it is based on 
the Posted Workers Act because of a generally binding 
minimum wage collective agreement. From 1 January 
2017, the minimum wage will also apply to those cases. In 
addition, the law stipulates that the minimum wage level is 
first checked at 1 January 2018. Then future adjustments can 
be regulated by the Federal Government.

For specific economic sectors as well as for all small 
employments (so-called “Mini-Jobs”) and short-term-
employments (employments up to two months) there are 
special obligations to report start, end and duration of the 
daily work-time. These reports have to be issued within 
seven days after the performance of the work. 

The monitoring of compliance with the MiLoG is conducted 
by the authorities of the customs administration. In addition, 
a hotline will be established that can be anonymously 
used for the reporting of potential violations. The non-
payment of minimum wages can be sanctioned with 
penalties up to EUR500,000.00. The non-tolerance of an 

audit or documentation which is not in accordance with 
the regulations can cause penalties up to EUR30,000.00. 
Where there has been a violation of the minimum wage 
the employee is able to claim the difference within the 
time set by the statute of limitation. Pension providers can, 
following the so called principle of origin, claim for social 
security contributions as well as penalties for late payment, 
regardless of whether the minimum wages have been 
asserted.

Prospect: With the minimum wage law now established 
as a first legal basis, this provides essential opportunities 
for controlling and sanctioning the non-compliance with 
the legal minimum wage. Nevertheless, doubts remain 
especially regarding the scope and the calculation of the 
minimum wage. This applies to gross wages, for example, 
which can contain a component relating to overtime 
or surcharges. Further developments, as well as the 
interpretation of the law by the jurisdiction, remain to be 
seen.

Contributed by
Dr. Anja Branz, DHPG Bonn 
E anja.branz@dhpg.de
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United States
Changes to the Offshore Voluntary 
Disclosure Program and Streamlined Filing 
Compliance Procedures

On 18 June, the IRS implemented new changes to the 
requirements for both the Offshore Voluntary Disclosure 
Program (OVDP) as well as the Streamlined Filing 
Compliance Procedures (SFCP). These process changes are 
relevant to taxpayers who participate in these programs 
with undisclosed foreign financial accounts and/or foreign 
assets. Under the 2012 OVDP, the IRS offered people with 
undisclosed income from their foreign assets to voluntarily 
join the program in order to become current with their tax 
returns while paying a one-time penalty of 27.5% (12.5% if 
the maximum aggregate balance was less than USD75,000).  
The Streamlined Filing Compliance Procedures were 
implemented in order to certify taxpayers’ failure to 
report their foreign financial accounts and to pay all taxes 
due. These procedures allow taxpayers the ability to file 
amended/delinquent returns while providing terms to rectify 
their tax and penalty obligations. The following changes 
occurred to OVDP and SFCP, effective as of 1 July.

OVDP changes
NOTE: The 2014 OVDP is a continuation of the 2012 
OVDP, not a new program.

The penalty is still 27.5% in most cases; however, it is raised 
to 50% (beginning 4 August ) if the taxpayer has an account 
with a foreign bank or facilitator that is under public 
investigation. Additionally, there are no longer any reduced 
penalties of 12.5% or 5%. Taxpayers are now required 
to pay offshore penalties up front and are able to opt out 
of penalties if they are disproportionate to the taxpayer’s 
situation.

Another change to OVDP is the removal of frequently asked 
questions (FAQ’s) 17 and 18. Under the 2012 OVDP, FAQ’s 
17 and 18 related to taxpayers who failed to file some 
FBARs and/or information reports, but did report all of their 
worldwide taxable income on their annual US income 
tax returns. Since the purpose of the voluntary disclosure 
program is to provide taxpayers a way to come forward 
regarding unreported taxable income from the past, the 
program does not apply to these two questions. Thus, they 
were removed from the FAQ’s.

A final change to the OVDP is the expansion of 
preclearance. A request now has to include the identities 
of all foreign financial institutions where the taxpayers’ 
accounts were or where their assets were being held. This 
information is needed in addition to account statements and 
taxpayers’ identifying information.

SFCP changes
With the SFCP changes, there are several general 
requirements that apply to both Foreign and Domestic 
taxpayers. All taxpayers must certify that prior US tax and 
reporting noncompliance was non-willful. Non-willful 
conduct is conduct that is due to negligence or conduct 
that is the result of a good faith misunderstanding of the 
requirements of the law. Additional SFCP requirements 
include that the procedures are only available for individual 
taxpayers and their estates, and they are not available if the 
IRS has started a civil or criminal investigation in regards to 
the taxpayer. A taxpayer must also choose either OVDP or 
SFCP; they cannot switch between the two programs (unless 
they entered OVDP before 7 January 2014 and request a 
transition to SFCP).

Foreign requirements include all of the listed general 
requirements in addition to a non-residency requirement. 
US citizens and green-card holders meet this requirement 
if for any one of the last three years for which the US tax 
return due date has passed, they did not have a US abode 
and were physically outside the US for more than 330 days. 
Individuals who are not citizens or green-card holders meet 
the requirement if in any one of the last three years they 
did not meet the substantial presence test. Finally, taxpayers 
must have failed to report income from a foreign financial 
asset, and this noncompliance must be due to non-willful 
conduct.

Domestic requirements include all of the listed general 
requirements as well as failing to meet any of the non-
residency requirements. Taxpayers must have previously 
filed a US tax return (if required) for the last three years in 
addition to having failed to report gross income from any 
foreign account. Finally, noncompliance must again be non-
willful.

Contributed by
Michael Magagna , The Wolf Group
E mmagagna@thewolfgroup.com
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Contact us

For further information on any of the matters discussed in this Newsletter, please contact:

Mike Adams
E mike.adams@nexia.com
T +44 (0)20 7436 1114

Nexia International is a leading worldwide network of independent accounting and consulting firms, providing a comprehensive portfolio  
of audit, accountancy, tax and advisory services.

Nexia International does not deliver services in its own name or otherwise. Nexia International and its member firms are not part  
of a worldwide partnership. Nexia International does not accept any responsibility for the commission of any act, or omission to  
act by, or the liabilities of, any of its members. Each member firm within Nexia International is a separate legal entity.

Nexia International does not accept liability for any loss arising from any action taken, or omission, on the basis of the content in this  
publication. Professional advice should be obtained before acting or refraining from acting on the contents of this publication. 

Any and all intellectual property rights subsisting in this document are, and shall continue to be, owned by (or licensed to) Nexia  
International Limited. 

References to Nexia or Nexia International are to Nexia International Limited.


